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BA Casual Outings with Loli Delger

I personally drive the guests in a half or full day casual trip  in Buenos Aires. The idea is to experience BA from the hand 
of a local. Much as when visiting a city and having a friend in town that shows you around the highlights and his own per-
sonal favorite spots.  This way you get to see and feel the place with authenticity , and access places it is difficult to get 
to as a foreigner.

Together with the guest and according to his sole needs and expectations and his own knowledge of the city, I create a 
tailor made trip, with the flexibility of adapting it as needed, resulting in spontaneous outings that allows to experience 
Buenos Aires in a fun and off the beaten path way. There is nothing fixed about these trips. Transportation is by car, walking, 
by using public transportation, or with a combination of these, according to the guests’ choice and the practical aspect of 
it. There are not two identical outings as each one is absolutely personalized. 

Sample outings:
Below I describe 4 recent outings I’ve done with clients from different parts of the world, tailored according to the client’s 
interests and knowledge of the city.

1) Visit to an incredible contemporary jewelry artist followed by a gourmet lunch at one of BA’s famed chef’s private home,  
in a little town filled with tradition, 100km outside of BA.
2) Navigate the channels and lunch at a great restaurant in the Delta del Parana  plus shopping at El Tigre, and drive 
through the bushy northern BA neighborhoods.
3) For a NY couple, BA connoisseurs, I created an outing in 3 unknown neighborhoods that included: lunch of a traditional 
and exquisite local Picada at an old Bodegón in a south of the city hood, visit to an active altar, built by its fans, of a legend-
ary character of Argentina’s popular culture , nowadays object of religious devotion, located in a charming northern neigh-
borhood, plus afternoon visit to one of BA’s few active food markets left, in another off the beaten path hood.
4) Dynamic walking outing with a first timer Egyptian visitor, to the main historical quarters of the city and some other 
beautiful and traditional adjacent neighborhoods, plus late casual lunch at an Italian Cantina in a charming northern resi-
dential neighborhood.

I create tailor made trips  in Argentina, Chile and Uruguay as well. I help clients with their plans and recommendations to 
see the city and the countries mentioned in a great way and molded to the client’s needs. I invite you to check out my 
Private Concierge web site for further information, www.thehummingbirdtrip.com
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